
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Foreword by CLENAD President, Sylvia Binger 

(DE, EP) 

 

Dear colleagues,      

    

 

The last year has been a very active and successful one for 

CLENAD as you will read below. In a special article at the end of 

the year I would therefore like to give you an update on 

CLENAD’s main activities.  

 

July’s General Assembly played a very important role  this year. 

With the support of many country sections we put all our efforts 

into preparing a full program of interesting information. We 

increased the number of our meetings in spring to get all the 

necessary data together and to report on our activities. Special 

thanks go to the sections from Spain, Greece and Romania that 

presented the results during the assembly. Without the support of 

DG HR from the European Commission and the EEAS we would 

not have been able to inform you about the numbers or the 

country spread of SNEs in the institutions. CLENAD International 

is very grateful for this very constructive cooperation, which we 

hope to keep in the future. More information in my article as 

promised. 

 

This newsletter further includes an article from the Portuguese 

section, presenting their new communication tool called Chats, 

which is promoting informal information-sharing as well as 

exchange of experiences. 

 

The Greek section reports about a debate of the Greek Seconded 

National Experts (SNEs) in EU Institutions with Mr. Margaritis 

Schinas on the future of the EU that took place in June 2017. 

 

Finally, on behalf of CLENAD International I wish you a peaceful 

Christmas season and a good start to 2018! 

 

Sylvia Binger 

CLENAD President 
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Would you like to contribute to the 

next newsletter? 

Please send any suggested articles 

to A. Cousin-de Broucker 

(European Committee of the 

Regions):  

amelie.cousin@cor.europa.eu 
The deadline for your 

contributions to the next edition is 

the  

1
st

 March 2018 
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by the Greek section of the CLENAD 

 

On 20th June 2017, the Greek branch of the CLENAD, the network of seconded national 
experts (SNEs) working in the EU institutions, invited Mr Schinas to discuss on the 
future of European Union, feeding into the wider discussion taking place today. 
 
The debate was based on the results of a survey conducted amongst the Greek SNEs on 
their perception one the hand of the contribution of Greece to the European Union's 
principles and values and on the other hand the added value of the participation in the 
EU for Greece, their preference over the five scenarios of the White paper presented 
by the Commission on the future of Europe and, in this regard, their role during and 
after their secondment towards their national administration. Mr. Schinas also 
presented his own reflections on Europe and Greece at the current cross-road of 
history. 
 
Key messages stemming from both the survey and the discussion were the following: 

 SNEs strongly believe that the EU membership of Greece is mutually beneficiary 
for the country and the Union. The most preferable choice for the majority of 
SNEs is the 5th Scenario presented in the White Paper ("Doing Much More 
Together and politically there is still time to keep the EU idea alive"), followed 
by scenarios 4 (''Doing less more efficiently'') and 3 (''Those Who Want More Do 
More''). 
 

 The role of a Greek SNE is to promote right perception for Greece in EU 
institutions and bring national perspective to bridge EU 'Brussels-based 
perception ' with reality. Towards their national administration they should 
promote sincere cooperation whilst respecting EC ethics. 
 

 SNEs strongly believe that have more to contribute to their country as there are 
assets gained during their career in EU institutions which can be transferred to 
their administration. When back to Greece their role would be adherence to EU 
principles and legislation while they expect to work further to integrate EU best 
practices into the Greek administration. 

 



 

  

- by the Portuguese section 

 

 
The Portuguese Section of CLENAD International launched an initiative earlier this year named 
Chats@. The Chats@ are informal information-sharing platforms aiming to stimulate the networking 
among the Portuguese Seconded National expert. With the support of the Portuguese Permanent 
Representation, the Chats@ offer a myriad of different subject matters for discussion, while 
encouraging participation and debate among all participants. 
Starting in January 2017, the Chats@ count already six events. The themes spanned from COREPER, 
relations with the European Parliament and Brexit, to Safety and Security issues and the European 
Schools. The calendar for 2018 will be soon communicated. 
 
Chats@ | what are they? 
The Chats@ initiative aims at promoting informal information-sharing as well as exchange of 
experiences on different subjects, whether professional, cultural or on leisure activities. Based on a 
set plan, the Chats@ initiative seeks to serve as a regular platform to meet as well as for discussing 
issues of common interest to the national experts. Ultimately, they serve as a means to 
strengthening the ties among the PND network.   
 
As an informal platform for sharing views and engaging in different knowledge areas, the Chats@ 
take place in a relaxed atmosphere often combined with a light meal mirroring the Commission 
Lunch Seminars.   
 
Chats@ | who can attend? 
The Chats@ are primarily intended for the Portuguese Seconded National Expert Network. 
Colleagues from the Commission and from the Portuguese Permanent Representation, including 
other Portuguese colleagues from other institutions are also welcome. Other colleagues may 
participate depending on logistics arrangements and a good command of the Portuguese language as 
the discussions are led in Portuguese. 
 
Chats@ | which subject matters and who presents them? 
Ideally the calendar is presented by trimester, but considering the informal nature of the Chats@, 
changes may occur. The themes are presented or facilitated primarily by the Portuguese Seconded 
National Expert network, but any of the attendee groups can present a subject matter. 
 
Chats@ | where and when do they take place? 
The Chats@ take place in the Portuguese Permanent Representation - Av. de Cortenbergh 12, 
Bruxelles. On average there they happen every two months before core time (8h30-9h30), at lunch 
time (12h30-13h30) or after business hours (18h00-19h00), subject to room/ presenters' availability. 
They take one hour in total. 
 
Chats@ | who organizes? 
The Portuguese section of the CLENAD and/or the Portuguese Permanent Representation through 
invitation. 
  



 

 
  

by Sylvia Binger, CLENAD President 

 
In 2016 CLENAD International carried out an online survey in order to get your 
personal and confidential feedback about different SNE matters (such as arrival, 
work and life balance, family situation and job/career development). The results of 
this survey were analysed and summarised with the help of SNE colleagues. Special 
thanks go to Anna Armengol Torío from the Spanish section, who also presented it 
to the different audiences.  
 
In a series of meetings, which CLENAD organised, these results were presented with 
a different focus depending on the target group during 2017. A meeting with HR 
representatives of the permanent representations of the EU member states, held at 
the German permanent representation, focussed among others on the welcome 
information that SNEs receive before starting their secondment as well as the 
situation of accompanying partners and family. In general, this survey was very 
well-received and CLENAD was invited to carry out a similar survey in the future in 
cooperation with the permanent representations. A follow-up meeting is planned in 
the near future. Another special presentation took place at DG HR from the 
European Commission and was also attended by HR representatives of the EEAS. HR 
representatives from the European Parliament were also briefed in a later meeting. 
 
 
On 10th July 2017 CLENAD carried out its General Assembly followed by a 
networking event at the Bavarian Representation. About 250 guests attended, 
among them again representatives of the permanent representations, HR 
representatives from the different EU institutions and, of course, our international 
SNE colleagues.  
 
In the introductory speech, the CLENAD president presented the organisation as 
well as some facts and figures about the SNE community. Unfortunately, it is 
recognisable that the number of SNEs in the European Commission has declined by 
20% in the past five years, whereas the opposite is the case at the EEAS. In both 
institutions the French section is strongly represented followed by the German, 
Italian and Spanish section. In addition, CLENAD bureau members presented a series 
of interesting projects. Firstly, the outcomes of the 2016 SNE survey were 
presented to the audience. Secondly, a new networking tool called SLACK was also 
shown as a preliminary test to stay in touch and share documents. Finally, the 
Romanian approach as a model of how to create a new country section was 
presented. 
 
 
CLENAD international was extremely grateful for the presence of Günther H. 
Oettinger, European Commissioner for Budget and Human Resources. He pointed 
out the important role that SNEs play as ambassadors of the European project. He 
believes that the experience we gain at European level is of enormous value for our 
home administration. The decreasing number of SNEs in the European Commission is 
therefore not desirable and measures should be taken that he would support. 
 

 



 

 

 
The anti-cumulation rule, i.e. excluding SNE time from the 7 year-period of 
Contractual Agent (CA)’s term of employment is unfortunately a bit delayed due to 
administrative procedures, but most probably it will be adopted and implemented 
in 2018.  
 
We are also facing some issues with the taxation of the daily allowance received 
from the institutions. DG HR from the European Commission published a note in all 
the official languages in this matter. However, the issue is not solved yet and 
CLENAD continues its efforts to hopefully solve this matter. 
 
As you can see, CLENAD life is not boring and we keep on going to support your 
interests. In the meantime, as CLENAD president I hope that you can use your 
personal unique opportunity working in this international community and make new 
European friends. 
  

 
 


